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Into the Void... with Ace Frehley, Wendy Moore, Jun 1, 2004, Biography & Autobiography, 220 pages. From the Publisher The latest, most informative inside information, on the rock band KISS. This book will appeal to all rock fans as it delves into the private lives of the.

Steve McQueen The Life and Legend of a Hollywood Icon, Marshall Terrill, 2010, Biography & Autobiography, 610 pages. Chronicles the life of the actor, from his humble, small-town upbringing and his rise to stardom in "The Great Escape" and "The Magnificent Seven" to his courageous battle with.

American Hardcore A Tribal History, Steven Blush, 2001, Music, 333 pages. Presents a history of American hardcore music, looking at such groups as Black Flag, the Misfits, and the Beastie Boys.


Me, Alice the autobiography of Alice Cooper with Steven Gaines, Alice Cooper, Steven S. Gaines, 1976, Biography & Autobiography, 254 pages.

Motley Rock Stories, Jack Valentine, Dec 1, 2006, Biography & Autobiography, 320 pages. It's a comedy. It's a tragedy. This is the true story of two desperate people sharing the same dreams, apartment, road tours and life in the crazy world of Southern California.

Say it Loud, Jimmy Barnes, Alan Whiticker, Jan 1, 2002, Rock musicians, 194 pages.

The Rough Guide to Rock, Peter Buckley, 2003, Music, 1225 pages. Compiles career biographies of over 1,200 artists and rock music reviews written by fans covering every phase of rock from R&B through punk and rap.


Magical Mystery Tours My Life with the Beatles, Tony Bramwell, Apr 4, 2006, Biography & Autobiography, 448 pages. A childhood friend of the Beatles discusses his relationships with Lennon, McCartney, and Harrison before and throughout their careers, during which he witnessed such events as.

Pissed Off On Women and Anger : Finding Forgiveness on the Other Side of the Finger, Spike Gillespie, 2006, Self-Help, 257 pages. A personal resource for women who have been accused of undue anger offers counsel on how to both allow oneself to experience a healthy range of strong feelings and forgive.
Kiss The Early Years, Gene Simmons, Paul Stanley, 2002, Music, 207 pages. With over 150 photos--most of which are published here for the first time--Gene Simmons and Paul Stanley take readers on an intimate tour of the early days of KISS. Full color.

Cheap Trick - Greatest Hits, Cheap Trick (Musical group), Jun 1, 2003, Music, 96 pages. Note-for-note transcriptions for every instrument part played and vocal sung on 8 of Cheap Trick's finest: Dream Police * The Flame * Hello There * I Want You to Want Me * Stop.

Essential Bowling, Michael Benson, 2000, Games, 97 pages. This exclusive travel guide guides the visitor through the most incredible activities to be found in Shanghai: savour the food of world-class chefs in Asia's most romantic two

WE HAVE NEVER BEEN MODERN, Bruno Latour, Jan 1, 1993, Science, 157 pages. With the rise of science, we moderns believe, the world changed irrevocably, separating us forever from our primitive, premodern ancestors. But if we were to let go of this

Simple Gifts A Shaker Hymn, Sep 15, 2001, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. A Shaker hymn is transformed into lavish pictures of an irresistible cat, the bluebird of happiness, a sweet rabbit, a calm turtle, and the flowers that bloom, bend, and bow Offering a unique pedagogical apparatus, A Historical Introduction to Philosophy: Texts and Interactive Guides provides selections from the most influential primary works in.
The Best of Technology Writing 2006, Brendan I. Koerner, 2006, Literary Collections, 287 pages. The Best of Technology Writing 2006 brings together some of the most important, timely, and just plain readable writing in the fast-paced, high-stakes field of technology. The Queen of Scots A Play in Three Acts, Josephine Tey, 1934, Drama, 127 pages. Mythmakers of the West shaping America's imagination, John A. Murray, Jun 25, 2001, History, 184 pages. From the exploration of Lewis & Clark to the epic western of John Ford, Murray provides readers with a unique and entertaining tribute to the legends and dreamers who shaped Dozens of top CEOs reveal their candid insights on the keys to effective leadership and the qualities that set high performers apart. What does it take to reach the top in. Detective Chet Gecko and his associate, Natalie Attired, take a case tailing what they think is a cheating boyfriend but are instead led to a school mystery that involves.

Reputation Is a Fragile Thing: The Story of Cheap Trick 1998 0966208102, 9780966208108


Three Dog Nightmare The Chuck Negron Story, Chuck Negron, 1999, Psychology, 367 pages. The former lead singer for Three Dog Night relates his unhappy childhood, his life as a rock star, the drug addiction that nearly killed him, and his final success at getting sober.
Doctor Who: A Big Hand For The Doctor First Doctor, Eoin Colfer, Jan 23, 2013, Juvenile Nonfiction, 40 pages. Eleven Doctors, eleven months, eleven stories: a year-long celebration of Doctor Who! The most exciting names in children’s fiction each create their own unique adventure about Outback Australia, 2002, Australia, 496 pages. This Lonely Planet guide covers the whole of the Australian Outback, from the central deserts to tropical Cape York. Paul Harding offers traditional travel information, and Russia, China and the Geopolitics of Energy in Central Asia, Alexandros Petersen, Katinka Barysch, 2011, Asia, Central, 62 pages. Russia is the world’s biggest hydrocarbon producer. China is one of the world’s largest and fastest-growing energy markets. The two are neighbours. Yet their energy
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PM GEMS Magenta Levels 2,3 Hello, Bingo! , Annette Smith, Beverley Randell, Jenny Giles, 2006, Readers (Primary), 16 pages. Sam is getting a dog from the pound. It is there she finds Bingo the dog
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Ai, Love You? Finding Friendship, Romance, and Heartbreak in Japan, Justin Velgus, Oct 1, 2012, Family & Relationships, 158 pages. How does making friends, the view of sex, traditional and modern marriages, becoming a resident, and knowing that your children can be kidnapped...legally, connect with that

Supreme Discomfort: The Divided Soul of Clarence Thomas, Kevin Merida, Michael Fletcher, Apr 24, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 320 pages. There is no more powerful, detested, misunderstood African American in our public life than Clarence Thomas. Supreme Discomfort: The Divided Soul of Clarence Thomas is a

Heroes Canadian Champions, Dark Horses and Icons, Peter C. Newman, Oct 26, 2010, Biography & Autobiography, 432 pages. In Heroes, Peter C. Newman gives us incisive analysis of dozens of Canadians, past and present, who have defined this country, drawing on fifty years of writing. He writes What does it take to live the good life every day? The answers are simple, but not always easily define. Tapping into this power and making it a part of our everyday life is. The SEE systems conceptual framework for research and intervention was developed in the form of descriptive (Co-Evolution, Reflexive Uncertainty, Cross-scalar

Considerations.
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The Pilgrim City St Augustine of Hippo and His Innovation in Political Thought, Miles Hollingworth, Aug 24, 2010, Religion, 230 pages. An outstanding new examination of St. Augustine’s political philosophy and of its bearing upon the roots of Western civilization.

Shotokan Masters In Their Own Words, Jose M. Fraguas, 2006, Sports & Recreation, 117 pages. A rare and definitive book featuring the Japanese masters of the most popular style of Karate in the world. This outstanding compilation gathers the best Japanese Shotokan.

download Reputation Is a Fragile Thing: The Story of Cheap Trick The Spiritual Quest Pursuing Christian Maturity, Luder G. Whitlock, 2000, Religion, 185 pages. The author argues that spiritual growth should occupy the center of Christian life.
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Introductory Accounting and Finance for Lawyers, Lawrence A. Cunningham, 2002, Business & Economics, 315 pages
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Star Trek: No Surrender, Jeff Mariotte, Feb 11, 2002, Fiction, 83 pages. The Kursican Orbital Incarceration Platform -- known as "the Plat" -- is the primary prison facility for Kursican, a world applying for Federation membership. When the Plat

The Cold War A Military History, Stephen E. Ambrose, Jan 21, 2009, History, 496 pages. Even fifteen years after the end of the Cold War, it is still hard to grasp that we no longer live under its immense specter. For nearly half a century, from the end of World

The Growth and Maintenance of Linguistic Complexity, Г–sten Dahl, Aug 31, 2004, Language Arts & Disciplines, 333 pages. This book studies linguistic complexity and the processes by which it arises and is maintained, focusing not so much on what one can say in a language as how it is said.

Beyond Reengineering, Michael Hammer, Jun 2, 2009, Business & Economics, 304 pages. Reengineering has captured the imagination of managers and shareholders alike, sending corporations on journeys of radical business redesign that have already begun to Jesse Jackson, Barbara M. Linde, Aug 1, 2011, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. A brief biography of the Baptist minister, civil rights leader, 1984 and 1988 presidential candidate, and political activist Reputation Is a Fragile Thing: The Story of Cheap Trick 1998 The Smallest Bilby and the Easter Games, 2008, Bilbies, 32 pages. When the rabbits decide to stop delivering Easter eggs, all the bush animals want to be the new Easter Bunny. After all, Easter wouldn't be the same without eggs! But how can Editor George Stambolian has gathered here the most popular and gifted voices in gay fiction today. How can the different strands of modern architecture in Britain be understood? For many British people, it remains an alien cultural import and minority taste, yet British.
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Macroeconomics, Paul Krugman, PAUL ROMER, Robin Wells, Dec 23, 2005, Business & Economics, 488 pages

Happiness Classic and Contemporary Readings in Philosophy, Steven M. Cahn, Christine Vitrano, 2007, Philosophy, 272 pages. Happiness has long been a focus of attention for philosophers as well as psychologists. This volume, the only collection devoted to the subject from the standpoint of No Diamonds for Christmas, Barbara Goodwin, Feb 5, 2009, Fiction.

No Diamonds For Christmas
Barbara Goodwin
Book 5 in the Love Beyond Time series.

Beautiful restaurant owner Mary Benjamin time travels to the Queen Mary, circa 1956. When she Diabetes is a modern day killer disease. It may not prove to be just dangerous but even deadly in certain instances. The book explains the cornerstones of a good Diabetes.

OS Explorer Map is the Ordnance Survey's most detailed map and is recommended for anyone enjoying outdoor activities such as walking, horse riding and off-road cycling.
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Battle-Chasers, T. S. Robinson, Sep 20, 1999, Fiction
Ruth Buxton Sayre First Lady of the Farm, Julie McDonald, 1980, Biography & Autobiography, 206 pages
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Horace's lyric poetry the force of humour, Peter James Connor, 1987, Literary Criticism, 221 pages

The strategic management of police resources, David M. Kennedy, National Institute of Justice (U.S.), 1993, Political Science, 11 pages

The Kane Chronicles: The Serpent's Shadow, Rick Riordan, May 1, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 416 pages. CARTER AND SADIE KANE, descendants of the magical House of Life, are in pretty big trouble. Despite their bravest efforts, Apophis, the giant snake of Chaos, is still

Pesticide Residues in Food, World Health Organization, 2001, Pesticide residues in food, 232 pages. This volume contains toxicological monographs prepared by the 2001 joint FAO/WHO meeting of experts on pesticide residues in food for 11 pesticides regarding the acceptable

Reading the Cards, David Bird, Tim Bourke, 2005, Games, 100 pages. Each book is a collection of bridge problems which provide a fun way to practice and develop your skill in an important cardplay technique at bridge. These books are designed In tight, beautiful prose, Tegan Bennett's long awaited second novel, 'What Falls Away', touchingly explores a relationship that somehow, someway, has drifted apart despite the.

ONE FATAL PROPHECY SEVEN BRAVE DEMIGODS A QUEST TO FIND - AND CLOSE - THE DOORS OF DEATH. Annabeth felt as if someone had draped a cold washcloth across her neck. She heard.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 8: Stories: Group/Guided Reading Notes, Roderick Hunt, Liz Miles, Jan 6, 2011, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. The Stage 8 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories provide humorous storylines to engage and motivate children. The popular characters and familiar settings are brought to life by Nurse's Chemotherapy Quick Pocket Reference, Debra Prescher-Hughes, Cynthia J. Shyrock, Sep 16, 2008, Medical, 289 pages. Nurse's Chemotherapy Quick Pocket Reference is a portable, quick reference guide to chemotherapy dosing administration and information, arranged alphabetically by cancer type.
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A Match Made in Hell The Jewish Boy and the Polish Outlaw Who Defied the Nazis, Larry Stillman, Sep 1, 2005, Biography & Autobiography, 258 pages. When Moniek (Morris) Goldner and his family were uprooted from their Polish farming village during a German action, the child-sized sixteen-year-old fled into the forests. HeThe Shakespeare Head Brontë, Volume 13, Charlotte Brontë, Emily Brontë, Anne Brontë, Patrick Branwell Brontë, 1932 Mike Hayes, Ken Sharp Poptastic Books, 1998

Mike Hayes, Ken Sharp Poptastic Books, 1998

Data Types and

The governance of Britain review of voting systems, the experience of new voting systems in the United Kingdom since 1997, Jan 24, 2008, Political Science, 196 pages. This Command Paper is part of a series of documents looking at constitutional and electoral issues whose objectives and aims are set out in the original Green Paper (Cm. 7170 Mike Hayes, Ken Sharp
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The Financial Times Guide to Business Start Up 2010, Sara Williams, 2009, Business & Economics, 448 pages. The FT Guide to Business Start Up is the essential start up guide. It is bang up-to-date and covers everything you need to know from finance, tax and the law, to marketing
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Consumer behavior, Gilbert D. Harrell, 1986, Business & Economics, 587 pages

Economics Now: Analyzing Current Issues Test Item Bank, Oxford Staff, Angelo Bolotta, Jun 15, 2004. This new full-colour, user-friendly text written from a Canadian perspective introduces students to a review of the basic principles of economics, as well as the history of...